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ABOUT FORESITE
Foresite is a global service provider, delivering a range of 
managed security and consulting solutions designed to help 
our clients meet their information security and compliance 
objectives. In the face of increasingly persistent cyber-threats, 
Foresite’s solutions empower organizations with vigilance and 
expertise to proactively identify, respond to, and remediate 
cyber-attacks and breaches where they occur.

Our team of industry veterans work as an extension of our 
clients’ staff, providing peace of mind while securing their 
most important assets. For more information, visit us at 
http://foresite.com or contact us at info@foresite.com.

With this guide we want to help grow your business. We’ve 
included sample prospecting emails along with the details for 
all of our security and compliance services. 

http://foresite.com
mailto:info%40foresite.com?subject=
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This guide was designed as a reference to help you 
identify and sell cybersecurity services more effectively.

Why Should This Be a Prioritized Focus Point For You?

1. First and foremost, we recognize the driving motivation of sales 
is earning commissions and retiring quota. Let's face it, product 
margins are not what they used to be, and are under increasing 
competitive pressures to continue to shrink. Foresite’s services 
provide as much as 35% margin on deals. More importantly, 
many cybersecurity services represent reoccurring revenue 
opportunities - the holy grail of building long-term compounding 
earnings for you.

2. Foresite’s services complement everything else you are already 
selling and in fact will enhance your solution offerings. All you 
need to do is educate yourself on the offerings and be prepared 
to ask a few more qualifying questions. 

3. Foresite's assessment and compliance services are one of the best 
ways to identify gaps and issues in a customer's cybersecurity 
execution. Effective identification of issues can be a playbook for 
how you can deliver value to your customers. BTW - all these 
services are tasks that every business should be doing on a 
regular basis anyway as directed by all industry frameworks. 

4. Transforming yourself from being perceived as a "box pusher" or 
"order taker" to becoming a "consultant" and "solution provider" 
is one of the best ways to elevate and cement your relationship 
with your customers. It is easy for a customer to make their next 
product purchase from the other company that is offering it for 
1% less. It is much less likely for competitors to gain traction in 
your accounts when you are engaged in long-term contracts. In 
fact, more than 90% of customers in a managed service contract 
tend to renew another multi-year contract at the end of the term.

INTRODUCTION

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com
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SAMPLE PERSONAL ROI

A. Small firewall refresh (x5)
$15,000 Revenue
$1,500 Typical Gross Margin (or less)

B. Small firewall refresh (x5) + Foresite MSSP
$27,500 Revenue
$5,875 Typical Gross Margin

• Nearly 300% increase in deal gross margin
• 90% + probability service renews for an additional 3 years guaranteeing future 

earnings
• Easy up-sell opportunity to add additional lucrative services in the future

http://foresite.com
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EMAIL #1
Subject line: New partnership announcement

Body
Cybersecurity and compliance are a full-time job as there are new 
cyber threats being discovered daily, and ever-changing compliance 
requirements to address them. This is why we are happy to announce 
our new partnership with Foresite, a firm that specializes in cyber 
testing, assessments and audits, and Managed Security Services to 
provide a new level of resources to our clients.

Foresite’s team has years of experience in these areas, working 
with clients from SMB to Enterprise in healthcare, finance, retail, 
manufacturing, local government, education - you name it (suggest 
link to foresite.com/case-studies/). We will work together to help you 
identify and minimize your areas of risk. 

Let’s schedule a call to discuss your cyber concerns and initiatives 
for 20XX.

SAMPLE Emails

INTRODUCTION

Foresite Example Prospecting Email Campaign

SCHEDULE A 
CALL TODAY

EMAIL #2
Subject line: Lack of detection does not mean lack of threats

Body
200,000 new threats are developed everyday but up to 95% of them 
go undetected due to lack of tools and resources. 

We have a solution. ProVision, powered by Foresite, is a flexible and 
powerful platform enabled for real-time visibility and managed by a 
team of certified security analysts 24/7/365 to monitor, rule out false 
positives, and provide assistance when a threat is detected.

Request a quote for ProVision and start detecting what you’ve been 
missing.

REQUEST A 
QUOTE
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http://foresite.com/case-studies/
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INTRODUCTION
EMAIL #3
Subject line: Are you prepared for a cyber incident?

Body
It’s 2 a.m. on a Sunday, and your network has just been attacked. 
What is the FIRST thing you need to do?

It’s not unusual to be unsure of the first step to take when a cyber 
incident occurs, after all, we don’t face them every day. That’s why 
we have partnered with Foresite, a cybersecurity firm who can help 
our customers with solutions to prevent, detect, and respond to 
common cyber threats.

Don’t panic at 2 a.m. Prepare now by scheduling a call with us to 
learn more.

 
SCHEDULE A 
CALL TODAY

EMAIL #4
Subject line: You may be subject to data protection requirements

Body
Although your business may not be subject to HIPAA to protect 
health data or PCI to protect credit card information, you may still be 
subject to requirements to protect the data you collect. Did you know 
approximately half of the US states have passed some level of data 
protection law? Collecting data from customers in different states 
could mean you are subject to more than one set of requirements. 

Whether you know what your compliance requirements are or not, it 
is unlikely you are meeting all of them without having gone through 
a gap assessment to validate every control. Not being compliant can 
result in fines, litigation, and your commercial cyber insurance not 
paying for claims in the event that data is exposed.

Protect your data, and your organization - schedule a call to confirm 
your requirements.

SCHEDULE A 
CALL TODAY
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INTRODUCTION
EMAIL #5
Subject line: What are your firewalls and other devices trying to tell 
you?

Body
Even small businesses can generate millions of logs per month from 
a single firewall, making the recognition and analysis of meaningful 
alerts in real-time nearly impossible. And if you don’t have log 
correlation with your servers, network devices, and anti-virus or 
endpoint solution, you could miss indicators of suspicious activities 
that could impact your business.

Let Foresite’s team of certified security analysts take charge with 
their ProVision platform to collect the logs, provide correlation of 
data for threat analysis, and notification with next steps when a 
threat is detected to minimize the impact on your business.

Maximize the benefits of your technology spend with a quote to add 
security monitoring.

REQUEST A 
QUOTE

EMAIL #6
Subject line: Did these organizations have the false idea that they 
weren’t a target for hackers?

Body
Having a false sense of security may be the biggest vulnerability 
when it comes to cyber threats. Sure, you hear about breaches at 
big companies almost daily, so the fact that you don’t hear about 
businesses like yours being hit might lead you to believe that you are 
not a target. This could not be further from the truth, which is why 
we have a new cybersecurity partnership with Foresite to protect our 
client.

The Identity Theft Resource Center lists breaches (link to https://
idtheftcenter.org/data-breaches) that have been reported, and it 
shows the majority of them are SMBs - just like you. 

Stay off the list by being proactive and identifying your risk areas so 
we can address them.

MORE 
INFORMATION

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com

https://idtheftcenter.org/data-breaches
https://idtheftcenter.org/data-breaches
http://foresite.com
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ProVision
Foresite. Advanced Managed 

Services Solutions.
Our proprietary ProVision platform helps businesses manage assets, 
generate reports, and leverage analytics enabling them to make 

smarter business decisions. 

ProVision
ProVision provides unprecedented visibility of your logs and security 
efforts, giving you incomparable views into your security position.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/ProVision-platform
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http://foresite.com/ProVision-platform
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Powerful and Flexible Security Management
 

ProVision, our proprietary cutting-edge management platform, puts 
you in the driver's seat of your business data and security operations. 
It is designed to meet the most stringent of today's industry standards, 
but provides ease of use and flexibility that is unmatched. ProVision 
allows your business to anticipate the demands of tomorrow and 
make business decisions that allow you to seize opportunities.
 
While some SIEM tools provide very proficient analysis engines, they 
may not offer a full suite of capabilities. The ProVision infrastructure 
has many components for full Security Monitoring & Analysis, 
unifying all the tool-sets into one complete solution. There are no 
limits to size or volume of logs that can be forwarded to ProVision 
as it is a scalable infrastructure, built as a multi-tenant platform to 
accommodate customers and technologies. 

ProVision
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PLATFORM

Cloud Architecture

ProVision was designed to be extremely flexible, which is why it is 
built upon our robust cloud-based architecture. It's the same system 
that we use for our own Managed Services Solutions!

ProVision provides unprecedented visibility of your logs and security 
efforts, giving you incomparable views into your security position 
and allowing you to:

• Manage assets and systems inventory
• View and customize dashboards and reports
• Leverage analytics to reveal business intelligence
• Download reports
• Review and search alerts
• Open and manage tickets
• Access the Foresite knowledge base

We work with companies to implement ProVision with their current 
IT security systems. If you want all of the power and flexibility of 
Foresite Managed Security Services, with the ability to see a top-
down analysis of your data security operations, ProVision can help 
your business gain an edge in your industry. 

Save Time by Focusing on Important Alerts

Large enterprises might deal with tens of thousands of security alerts 
daily - most of which turn out to be harmless. While it does pay to 
do your due diligence, assessing hundreds of unnecessary alerts is a 
real resource sink for IT security teams.

ProVision allows your security team to home in on potential threats 
by intelligently reducing the number of security alerts that your team 
must assess each day. The system identifies legitimate threats, 
weeding out false positives within your log streams to intelligently 
analyze those threats of interest to be investigated by our team of 
security analysts - allowing your team to focus on core activities. 
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MSSP ProVision vs SIEM Solutions

Logging, monitoring, and analyzing log information from security 
and network devices is an important component of cybersecurity 
management strategy. Core to best practices, these tasks are 
mandated by security frameworks and industry regulatory standards 
such as PCI DSS. These standards leave IT leaders two choices to 
accomplish their requirements: 1) In-house solution (SIEM), or 2) 
Partner with an MSSP (Foresite ProVision).
 
In-house solutions are typically accomplished by purchasing one of 
a wide-range of SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) 
solutions commercially available in the marketplace. While these 
solutions are good at collecting and correlating logs, they do not 
manage themselves; a common mistake consumers often realize 
after the fact. These solutions require a lot of tuning and put out a 
notorious volume of incidents, which must be analyzed by security 
professionals to achieve regulatory expectations.
 
Partnering with an MSSP negates the expensive capital investment 
in software, storage, office space, and the elusive cybersecurity 
professionals needed to complete an in-house solution. Foresite’s 
ProVision platform delivers SIEM capabilities and much more as a 
service. Logging is monitored 24/7/365 in Foresite’s global SOCs 
(Security Operations Centers), staffed with leading security expertise 
that can scale to address operational, security, and compliance issues 
as needed. Layering in device, threat and vulnerability management, 
ProVision offers a robust security solution at a fraction of the cost of 
most in-house offerings.

Customize Your Security Management Environment 

Business rules enable the intelligent analysis of data within the 
environment. These come ready-made but can also be specifically 
written to accommodate your needs. Dashboards can also be 
customized for specific views or requirements and can include logs, 
events statistics, threats, and other important data.

Many reports are available out of the box, plus we give you the 
ability to customize your reporting. Build custom reports that focus 
on compliance, service, data analysis, and many more business 
objectives.

ProVision
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PLATFORM

How Long Are Logs Retained With ProVision?

Logs are stored locally on the VisionLink for 90 days, and the ProVision 
SOC cloud for 1 year by default. Log retention can be customized for 
longer retention on client-provided storage at no additional cost, or 
in the ProVision cloud archives for an additional storage fee.

Does Foresite Collect Sensitive Data From Our 
Environment?

The log data collected via VisionLink is normalized and aggregated 
locally before being sent into our portal. Most of the log files are 
not sensitive data. However, all transmissions are encrypted and the 
portal access is protected with multi-factor authentication. 

Does Foresite Incorporate Any Outside Threat Feeds?

Yes - we incorporate 10-15 outside threat feeds at any given time, and 
we continuously adjust the feeds we find most effective and relevant. 
We can incorporate a specific feed(s) for a particular customer as 
well.

What Are The Technical Requirements to Run ProVision?

Unless logging for the in-scope technologies is centralized, a 
VisionLink collector needs to be installed at each location. The 
VisionLink download requires a virtual or physical server with 
minimum specs of 500GB HDD, quad-core CPU, 4 GB Ram. The rest 
of the services all run in the Foresite cloud. 
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For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/ProVision-platform

ProVision

http://foresite.com/ProVision-platform
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MANAGED SECURITY
PROBLEM

• There are currently more than 3 million vacant cybersecurity 
positions globally.

• Many organizations have few people with the skills to manage all 
of their cybersecurity needs.

• Most organizations only have resources available during standard 
business hours - cybersecurity requires 23/7/365 vigilance.

• Escalating regulatory compliance requirements are requiring 
businesses to be able to show evidence of how security events 
are managed.

• Regulated businesses are required to store log data for 6 months 
or longer.

• Businesses that have invested heavily in hardware and software 
often fail to think through how they are going to provide the 
staffing required to effectively operationalize their investment .

• Data breaches are a terrifying reality for every company that 
does business on the internet (almost all of them). According to 
the latest Cost of a Data Breach study by IBM and the Ponemon 
Institute, in the US, the average incident could cost a company 
upwards to $8.2 million.

• Ransomware costs companies more than $2 billion in 2017 and is 
expected to exceed $11 billion in 2019.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/managed-security-services
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http://foresite.com/managed-security-services
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MANAGED SECURITY
ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

IN-HOUSE or 
SIEM

• Staffing is always a problem in the current 
cybersecurity job market.

• Having enough of the right skills all the time 
is unlikely for the majority of organizations.

• Even with the best intentions - important 
but mundane tasks like incident 
management often get re-prioritized and 
left insufficiently complete.

• Operating an in-house SOC often costs 
50% or more than a similar managed 
service.

• SIEM tools are surprisingly noisy and require 
a much greater amount of management 
and tuning than most organizations expect.

• Popular SIEM tools throughput pricing 
models make budgeting a nightmare. An 
unanticipated spike in log data can cause 
a company to blow through their budget 
before the next fiscal period.

• Many pieced together in-house solutions 
can be difficult to manage, error prone, 
and lack expected visibility.

DO NOTHING • Despite cybersecurity best practices 
outlined in every industry regulatory 
framework, a staggering number of 
businesses are doing nothing at this time.

• These organizations are highly vulnerable 
to data breaches, ransomware attacks, 
etc., and are the least prepared to deal 
with incident response.

• Any business that operates in a regulated 
industry has already failed their 
cybersecurity obligations, which could 
expose them to fines and irrecoverable 
brand trust.
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FORESITE SOLUTION OVERVIEW

• Flexible management options.

• Foresite can partner with your customer to provide monitoring 
and alerting only.

• Foresite can partner with your customer to co-manage their 
security devices. This is ideal to cover out-of-band hours or times 
when additional help is needed.

• Foresite can fully own the management of your customer's 
security devices. This includes monitoring and alerting all the 
way through incident response.

• ProVision provides a single pane of glass for full visibility into 
reports, logs, events, tickets, and more.

• Reliable 24/7/365 cybersecurity vigilance.

• Achieve compliance, protect digital assets, and brand reputation.

SERVICES
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IDENTIFYING MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGED SECURITY

QUALIFYING 
QUESTIONS

IMPLICATIONS

Do you manage 
firewalls (or other 
devices) internally or do 
you outsource?

Customers managing devices 
internally are likely facing several 
challenges including staffing 
resources, escalating compliance 
requirements, and high operating 
costs. If they outsource, maybe 
they are dissatisfied with their 
existing partner.

Do you own a SIEM 
solution?

While typically the default in-
house method to monitor internal 
networks, these solutions often 
amount to nothing more than 
a blinking light in the rack. 
Many businesses purchase 
technology to meet a compliance 
or best practice requirement, 
but often fail to effectively plan 
through how they are going to 
appropriately operationalize 
those solutions. SIEM tools do 
not run themselves. They require 
a lot of tuning and manpower to 
extract the intended value. These 
solutions are also very expensive 
- especially the flavor that 
charges based on volume of data 
(which can be unpredictable).

Does your company 
adhere to an 
information security 
standard or regulatory 
compliance framework?

The many acronyms of 
cybersecurity frameworks 
more or less all have the same 
requirements. Event/Log 
Management, Incident Response, 
Storage, and Change Control 
are fundamental requirements 
every business should be doing. 
Businesses going it alone are 
operating out of compliance an 
overwhelming majority of the 
time.
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SERVICES

QUALIFYING QUESTIONS IMPLICATIONS

When was the last time your 
company had an independent 
security assessment?

All of the security frameworks 
above also require periodic 
and ongoing assessments 
(pen testing, vulnerability 
assessments, gap 
assessments, etc.).

How many people does your 
team have dedicated to 
cybersecurity?

Smaller organizations don’t 
have anyone, or best case 
may have an IT generalist 
that takes care of this among 
everything else technical for 
the business. Even larger 
businesses often struggle 
to have enough resources, 
especially during peak times 
or off hours.

Has your company ever had a 
data breach?

It is not a matter of if, but 
when. Many businesses have 
had a breach and don’t even 
know about it. The average 
breach takes nearly 200 days 
to identify. 58% of victims are 
small businesses. The average 
cost of a breach is $3.92 
million.

If you had a security breach, 
how long did it take to initiate 
an appropriate incident 
response?

Many businesses are not 
prepared to handle a security 
breach resulting in a fire drill 
approach to try to figure out 
where to find logs, conduct 
forensics, and who to notify 
and when.
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• What would be the impact if your company failed a compliance 
audit?

• What would be the impact in terms of liability if you were to 
have a data breach?

• What would be the impact on your business if you suffered a 
ransomware attack?

• How much does your SIEM deployment cost annually?

• Would your business be prepared to respond to a cybersecurity 
incident?

• How important is it to you to be able to manage security 
incidents during after hours (nights, weekends, holidays, etc.)?

• How much do you think is required to achieve compliance with 
your organization's published security policy?

• Considering the costs to implement a SIEM solution, how long 
do you think it would take to achieve your desired level of 
security? What steps do you plan to take first? 

FOLLOW UP MATERIALS AVAILABLE AT:
www.foresite.com/partner-portal/

PROBING QUESTIONS

For More Information, Visit: https://foresite.com/manged-security-services

MANAGED SECURITY

http://www.foresite.com/partner-portal/
https://foresite.com/managed-security-services/
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SECURITY
PROBLEM

• Organizations in the public and private sectors depend 
on information technology and information systems to 
successfully carry out their mission and business functions.

• Companies are under constant threat of cyber attack.

• Attacks continue to evolve in both sophistication and 
persistence.

• As the technology needs of businesses continue to increase, 
so do the potential vulnerabilities and entry points into critical 
business systems.

• Businesses’ 3rd party relationships with vendors, partners, and 
others can represent a serious risk to their business, especially 
when they share tech or networks.

• Web-based applications commonly used in business, 
open many new avenues for access and therefore new 
vulnerabilities.

• Regulatory compliance frameworks require periodic security 
assessments.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/testing-assessments

ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

DO NOTHING • Many organizations - especially 
smaller ones, possibly due to 
lack of resources experience, 
budget, or awareness of 
assessment importance - are 
currently doing nothing.

• These businesses are easy 
targets to exploit so it is not 
surprising that more than 70% 
of SMBs have experienced a 
cyber attack.

• More than half of these 
businesses respond they have 
no understanding of how to 
protect their company against 
cyber attacks.
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http://foresite.com/testing-assessments
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FORESITE SOLUTION OVERVIEW

• Vulnerability and penetration testing, web application penetration 
testing, enterprise security risk assessments, and third-party 
risk assessments are just a few important assessments Foresite 
delivers.

• Foresite's testing and assessment services help organizations 
identify unknown vulnerabilities in their critical business systems 
that may have gone undetected, underestimated, or overlooked.

• Security testing isn't just a good business practice - it's a mission 
critical component of a sound security approach.

• Vulnerability and penetration testing reverse engineer the way a 
potential attacker might target a system. We use the same tools 
hackers would use to pinpoint areas of vulnerability and gain 
access to a network.

• We work with in-house teams to identify and mitigate potential 
risks before an attack occurs.

SECURITY
ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

INTERNAL 
ASSESSMENT

• There is nothing wrong 
with companies conducting 
assessments internally if 
conducted thoroughly and 
effectively. However, it is good 
business practice to employ 
internal and external assessments 
as part of a security strategy 
to validate findings - this is 
mandated by most compliance 
standards.

• Internal assessment can be 
motivated by self-preservation.

• External assessors, like Foresite, 
often have greater experience, 
tools, and skills to conduct a more 
thorough security assessment 
to uncover issues that could be 
exploited in the real world.
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ASSESSMENTS
IDENTIFYING SECURITY ASSESSMENT 

SERVICES OPPORTUNITIES

QUALIFYING 
QUESTIONS

IMPLICATIONS

When was the last time 
your business completed 
an independent risk 
assessment?

Risk assessments are a 
fundamental component of 
risk management processes 
as described in NIST Special 
Publication 800-39 and various 
other security frameworks.

When was the last time 
your business completed 
a penetration test?

Penetration testing should 
be performed on a regular 
basis (at least once a year) to 
ensure more consistent IT and 
network security management, 
by revealing how newly 
discovered threats or emerging 
vulnerabilities may potentially be 
assailed by attackers.

When was the last time 
your business completed 
a vulnerability scan?

Some organizations run 
vulnerability scans periodically 
- such as once per quarter or 
even once per year. However, to 
be truly protected, assessments 
should be performed 
continuously and holistically.

Does your company have 
third-party business 
relationships that might 
share tech or have 
network access? Does 
your organization have 
an effective vendor 
management program 
that has identified 
vendor risk levels and 
security threats to your 
data? 

When entering into any new 
business relationship, it is critical 
that you do your due diligence 
in assessing the risk that a 
partnership brings to the table. 
This is especially true when it 
comes to who you will be sharing 
tech or networks with that 
could open vulnerabilities for 
your own business. Third-party 
assessments are a requirement 
for all security compliance 
frameworks.
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SECURITY
ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

Have you ever conducted 
a social engineering 
assessment on your 
employees? 

Threat actors actively target 
end-users as a primary route 
to compromise. End users 
have great potential to cause a 
security breach and are often the 
first to compromise security. 

Have you ever completed 
a web application 
penetration test?

Web-based systems open 
many new avenues for 
access and therefore new 
vulnerabilities. Certain aspects 
of web applications make them 
particularly vulnerable to non-
web systems. We work with your 
in-house team to identify and 
mitigate potential vulnerabilities.

PROBING QUESTIONS

• What would be the impact if your network were to be 
compromised?

• What would be the impact in terms of liability if you were to suffer 
a data breach?

• How much would it cost if you were infected with a ransomware 
attack?

• How important is consumer trust and confidence in your brand?

• Would it be important to be able to identify cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities before they can be exploited?

FOLLOW UP MATERIALS AVAILABLE AT: 
www.foresite.com/partner-portal/

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/testing-assessments

http://www.foresite.com/partner-portal/
http://foresite.com/testing-assessments
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COMPLIANCE
PROBLEM

• Many industries have regulatory compliance requirements 
regarding how they manage their information technology to 
protect consumer information.

• Nearly every business must operate under certain industry 
regulatory requirements. Some businesses must operate under 
several standards.

• Compliance requirements are continuously evolving and can be 
confusing for businesses to understand.

• Achieving compliance goals can be difficult and expensive.

• Compliance failures can result in costly fines.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/compliance-consulting

ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

DO NOTHING • Failure to adhere to various 
security standards and best 
practices is a very risky decision 
significantly increasing the 
likelihood of cybersecurity and 
data breaches.

• Regulated businesses could face 
expensive fines into the millions 
of dollars and in some cases 
could have their ability to fulfill 
credit transactions revoked.
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http://foresite.com/compliance-consulting
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FORESITE SOLUTION OVERVIEW

• Our compliance services navigate the muddy waters of many 
compliance requirements including - PCI, CCPA, HIPAA, CJIS, SOC2 
Readiness, GDPR, ISO, NIST 800, SOX, SEC, CFATS, OCIE.

• Complete solutions from gap assessment, advisory, through audit 
attestations.

• Foresite specializes in making compliance issues easy for non-
technical executives to understand.

• We walk clients through current compliance operations and make 
suggestions for improvements.

• We deliver solutions that not only meet current requirements, 
but also account for the shifting regulatory landscape to ensure 
businesses are in a good position to sustain compliance.

IDENTIFYING COMPLIANCE SERVICES 
OPPORTUNITIES

COMPLIANCE

QUALIFYING 
QUESTIONS

IMPLICATIONS

What cybersecurity 
compliance standards 
does your company 
practice?

Almost every business strives 
to achieve some cybersecurity 
standard, or at least should as a 
best practice. Certain industries 
have specific requirements to 
their industry. Many businesses 
have multiple standards that 
apply to them.

Do you have an 
independent assessment 
to validate your 
compliance? 

Many businesses striving for a 
security standard such as NIST, 
elect to audit their controls 
internally. Other frameworks such 
as PCI DSS require certain parts 
of assessments to be conducted 
by an external qualified assessor 
with requirements escalating 
based on credit card transaction 
volume.C
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SERVICES
QUALIFYING 
QUESTIONS

IMPLICATIONS

How frequently are your 
compliance controls 
reviewed?

Several components of 
compliance frameworks require 
periodic tasks to be completed 
on a regular basis. Compliance 
should be treated as a consistent, 
ongoing process.

Do you perform an 
annual risk analysis? 
When was the last time it 
was completed?

Most security standards 
and compliance frameworks 
require an annual risk analysis. 
Often these are managed 
internally. However, an external, 
independent third party 
managing this process can often 
provide a more thorough and 
unbiased evaluation. 

Have you identified 
the true scope 
of organization’s 
critical systems and 
applications?

Many organizations struggle to 
identify all critical systems and 
applications in their network. 
Security and compliance cannot 
be achieved when this is true. 
Oversight can lead to security 
breaches, data loss, fines, and 
reputation damage.

Does your business 
have a designated 
officer, and appointed 
officials (security, risk, 
compliance)?

Organizations must identify, 
define, and appoint a specific 
individual(s) in charge of 
addressing compliance and 
security requirements. This can 
be especially difficult in smaller 
organizations that don’t have 
personnel, experience, or time 
to dedicate to these important 
tasks. Improper oversight is a 
common root cause for failing 
regulatory compliance and 
cybersecurity best practice 
initiatives.
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PROBING QUESTIONS

• What is the biggest security concern affecting your ability to do 
business?

• What would be the impact on your business if you had a failed 
audit?

• What are the critical data types you are currently working with 
and how would the loss of such data impact your company's 
future?

• Has a process been implemented to address not only risks to this 
data but responding to security threats and incidents? Is your 
team able to handle the response to these threats? 

• Has the business identified key personnel or hired a vCISO, 
vCIO, vDPO to guide you through security and compliance 
requirements?

• When was the last time you truly identified the systems, 
applications, and risks to your business?

• How realistic is your plan to address security and compliance 
gaps?

FOLLOW UP MATERIALS AVAILABLE AT: 
www.foresite.com/partner-portal/

COMPLIANCE

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/compliance-consulting

http://www.foresite.com/partner-portal/
http://foresite.com/compliance-consulting
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PATCH MANAGEMENT
PROBLEM

• 80% of security breaches are still a result of poor patch 
management.

• Common Microsoft solutions such as SCCM and WSUS lack 
effective patch visibility for accurate reporting and validation.

• Unexpected patch failures are common, leaving the system open 
to vulnerabilities and attacks.

• Patch management can be a time consuming effort.

• Many companies lack the resources, time, and expertise to provide 
the necessary execution for patch management strategies.

• Most businesses report that they struggle with patch management 
processes and are overall dissatisfied with their patch management 
system.

• Many businesses resort to manual patching, requiring widespread 
scripting to effectively install device patches.

• Effective patch management plays an important role in meeting 
industry-specific compliance requirements and failure can result in 
expensive fines.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/patch-management
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ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

SCCM • Usually sold as part of a larger 
suite of tools from Microsoft, and 
is prohibitively expensive for non-
enterprise companies.

• On premise solution, which requires 
a SQL server to run - resulting in 
high ongoing operating costs, and 
requirements to maintain.

• Built first and foremost for 
Windows systems, and therefore 
its functionality and updates are 
focused around Windows. Non-
Windows systems, including Macs 
and Linux, can be managed through 
SCCM as end-clients. However the 
process is problematic, as SCCM 
still requires a Windows system to 
run, and the functionality for non-
Windows systems is reduced. For 
mixed OS environments, manual 
elements of patching remain even 
with SCCM installed - a major 
downside for companies that are 
already paying a large sum for 
SCCM.

• Limited ability to patch 3rd party 
applications - a major issue 
considering 3rd party applications 
account for 80% of vulnerabilities.

WSUS • Difficult to set up and configure.

• High failure rate to sync on some 
machines.

• Frequent false reports or installed 
patches.

• Doesn’t work well in a mixed OS 
environment.

• Limited ability to patch 3rd party 
applications. 

PATCH MANAGEMENT
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SERVICES

Foresite Solution Overview

• Eliminates the common struggle companies face to keep their 
systems up to date.

• One solution for automated patching across an organization.

• Patch everything: Windows OS to hypervisors to 3rd party 
applications - Linux, Unix, and Mac.

• Flexible delivery, with or without an agent.

• Automated patch process management - from discovery to 
assessment to delivery of updates, bridges the gap between 
security and IT ops.

• Proven technology utilized by 78 of the Fortune 100.

• Vulnerability management of critical systems and applications.

ALTERNATIVES CHALLENGES

WINDOWS AUTOMATIC 
UPDATES 

• Unreliable.

• Can be turned off by end users.

• No validations patches were 
effectively applied.

• No reporting.

• Generally intended for 
consumers.

3rd PARTY 
APPLICATIONS 

• Operational execution is one 
of the biggest complaints we 
hear frequently regarding 3rd 
party commercial solutions - we 
don’t have the time, resources, 
expertise, etc., to achieve the 
desired expectations from the 
investment.
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IDENTIFYING PATCH MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES OPPORTUNITIES

QUALIFYING 
QUESTIONS

IMPLICATIONS

How many IP-based 
devices are on your 
network?

• If the number is less than 1,000, 
effective patch management is 
likely a burden.

How are you handling 
patching your systems 
and apps today? Are 
you satisfied with that 
process?

• Patch issues are the root cause of 
the overwhelming majority of data 
breaches.

• Most companies report that they 
are unhappy with their current 
patch process.

How comfortable are 
you with your visibility 
of patch management 
delivery success?

• One of the biggest challenges 
reported with typical patch 
solutions is the lack of reporting 
and validation that patches are 
effectively applied.

How much time do you 
spend on your patch 
management process?

• Many companies don’t have 
enough time to spend.

• Other companies spend too much 
time leveraging manual scripts to 
push patches out.

How important is the 
execution of your patch 
management process? 

• For a variety of reasons, none of 
which make logical or financial 
sense, many enterprises still don’t 
invest in patching automation and 
processes.

• Leaders at those organizations 
decided that it’s easier, cheaper, 
or both to continue doing 
business on systems they know 
are unprotected or under-
protected, than to protect those 
systems adequately.

• This is true when they know the 
magnitude of the risk, and have 
witnessed peer companies suffer 
significantly and publicly from 
taking similar risks.

PATCH MANAGEMENT
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SERVICES
QUALIFYING QUESTIONS IMPLICATIONS

Is your patch management 
process meeting your 
compliance and industry 
standard requirements?

• Compliance with industry 
standards as well as various 
government regulations 
also require a robust 
servicing and patching 
strategy.

PROBING QUESTIONS

• Do you know how many critical systems and applications reside 
within your organization?

• How important is it to ensure your systems are patched 
effectively?

• What is the impact of failed patches in your organization?

• How much does it cost you per year to patch your systems?

• How quickly can you patch your on-site and remote systems?

• What would be the impact in terms of liability, if a failed patch 
caused an attack in your organization?

• What would be an impact if a failed patch caused a breach that 
shut down your entire network?

• Do you have a unified collection and analysis technology process 
for event, network, vulnerability, asset, and intelligence data?

FOLLOW UP MATERIALS AVAILABLE AT: 
www.foresite.com/partner-portal/

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/patch-management
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http://foresite.com/patch-management
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SERVICES
FORESITE SERVICES OVERVIEW

Foresite delivers a flexible range of managed security services 
through the industry leading ProVision platform depending on the 
unique needs for each customer. Services are easy to manage, and 
can be deployed in as little as 4 hours.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/

ProVision 
PLANS

Essential

Security 
Monitoring & 

Analysis

Advanced

Co-
Managed

Advanced

Fully 
Managed

Security 
Information 
Event 
Monitoring

✓ ✓ ✓

ProVision Web 
Customer 
Portal

✓ ✓ ✓

Reporting
✓ ✓ ✓

Alerting
✓ ✓ ✓

Notification & 
Escalation ✓ ✓ ✓
24/7/365 
Analysis ✓ ✓ ✓
Full r/w 
Access to 
Infrastructure

✓ ✓ X

Incident 
Remediation X ✓ ✓
Change 
Requests X ✓ ✓

System 
Upgrades* X ✓ ✓
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SECURITY TESTING & ASSESSMENTS

1. Vulnerability and Penetration Testing 

Vulnerability and Penetration Testing is all about reverse 
engineering the way a potential attacker might target your 
system. We use the same tools hackers would use to pinpoint 
areas of vulnerability and gain access to your network. Once we 
have identified a weakness, we take steps to help you close those 
vulnerabilities and safeguard your business. 

2. Web Application Penetration Testing 
 
Web based systems open many new avenues for access and 
therefore new vulnerabilities. Certain aspects of web applications 
make them particularly open to attack when compared to non-
web systems. We work with your in-house teams to identify and 
mitigate potential risks before an attack occurs. 

3. Enterprise Security Risk Assessment 
 
We don't just analyze risks as they apply to specific systems. We 
look at your whole organization to evaluate your overarching 
security practices and deliver a comprehensive report detailing 
how you can improve your security policies. Threat mitigation 
begins with a solid foundation. 
 

4. Third-Party Risk Assessments and Business Associate 
Management  
 
When entering into any new business relationship, it is 
critical that you do your due diligence in assessing the risk a 
partnership brings to the table. This is especially true when it 
comes to who you will be sharing tech or networks with that 
could open vulnerabilities for your own business. Do they share 
data with other parties? Do their practices jeopardize their 
own compliance? Foresite will analyze and assess the risk a 
third-party relationship presents and make recommendations 
for improving practices while maintaining beneficial business 
relationships.  

There is no time better than the present to make sure your 
business is safe from potential cyber threats. Foresite works 
directly with your internal teams to identify and patch potential 
vulnerabilities in your security systems. 

SUMMARY
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SERVICES
CUSTOM COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS 

Our compliance consulting services will help your business navigate 
the muddy waters of compliance. Our expert consultants have 
experience helping businesses with a wide range of compliance 
services, including:

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/

PCI SOC2 
Readiness SOX CJIS

CCPA GDPR SEC NIST 800

HIPAA ISO CFATS OCIE

http://foresite.com/
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GLOSSARY
Endpoint - An IP device such as a workstation, laptop, server, or 
network device.

CCPA - The California Consumer Privacy Act, is a bill that enhances 
privacy rights and consumer protection for residents of California, 
United States.

CFATS - Nation's first regulatory program focused specifically on 
security at high-risk chemical facilities. The Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) manages the CFATS program by 
working with facilities to ensure they have security measures in place 
to reduce the risks associated with certain hazardous chemicals and 
prevent them from being exploited in a terrorist attack. 

CJIS - The Criminal Justice Information Services Division of the US 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) gives state, local, and federal 
law enforcement and criminal justice agencies access to criminal 
justice information (CJI). For example, fingerprint records and 
criminal histories.

GDPR - The General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 is a 
regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy for all individual 
citizens of the European Union and the European Economic Area. It 
is also addresses the export of personal data outside the EU and the 
EEA areas. 

HIPAA - Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
is a United States legislation that provides data privacy and security 
provisions for safeguarding medical information. 

Incident Response - An organized approach to addressing and 
managing the aftermath of a security breach or cyber attack, also 
known as an IT incident, computer incident or security incident. 
The goal is to handle the situation in a way that limits damage and 
reduces recovery time and costs. 

ISO - The International Organization for Standardization is an 
international standard-setting body composed of representatives 
from various national standards organizations. Founded on 23 
February 1947, the organization promotes worldwide proprietary, 
industrial, and commercial standards including several components 
around information systems and security. 

MSSP - Managed Security Service Provider. Provides outsourced 
monitoring and management of security devices and systems.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/
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NIST 800 - National Institute of Standards and Technology is a unit of 
the Commerce Department. The NIST 800 Series is a set of documents 
that describe United States federal government computer security 
policies, procedures, and guidelines. 

OCIE - The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations.

Patch Management - An area of system management that involves 
acquiring, testing, and installing multiple patches (code changes) 
to an administered computer system. This includes fixing security 
vulnerabilities and other bugs, with such patches usually being called 
bugfixes or bug fixes, and improving the usability or performance.

Penetration Testing - Also known as a pen test, is a simulated 
cyber attack against your computer system to check for exploitable 
vulnerabilities. In the context of web application security, 
penetration testing is commonly used to augment a web application 
firewall (WAF).

Phishing - Fraudulent attempt to obtain sensitive information such 
as usernames, passwords, and credit card details by disguising 
oneself as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.

PCI DSS - Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard in an 
information security standard for organizations that handle 
branded credit cards from the major card scheme. PCI Standard 
is mandated by the card brands and administered by the Payment 
Card Industry Security Standards Council.

ProVision - Foresite's proprietary managed service platform 
designed to deliver a range of managed security and compliance 
solution.

SCCM - Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager, also 
known as ConfigMgr, formerly Systems Management Server 
(SMS), is a systems management software products developed 
by Microsoft for managing large groups of computers primarily 
running Windows operating systems.

SIEM - Security Information and Event Management is an approach 
to security management that combines SIM (security information 
management) and SEM (security event management) functions into 
one security management system.

GLOSSARY
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GLOSSARY
Social Engineering - In the context of information security, 
refers to psychological manipulation of people into performing 
actions or divulging confidential information. This differs 
from social engineering within the social sciences, which 
does not concern the divulging of confidential information. 
 
SOC 2 - Part of the SSAE 18. The purpose of the report is to evaluate an 
organization’s information systems relevant to security, availability, 
processing integrity, confidentiality, or privacy.

SOX - In 2002, the United States Congress passed the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act (SOX) to protect shareholders and the general public from 
accounting error and fraudulent practices in enterprises, and to 
improve the accuracy of corporate disclosure.
 
VisionLink - Foresite's virtual log collector part of the ProVision 
architecture . 
 
Vulnerability Scan - Vulnerability scanning is an inspection of 
the potential points of exploit on computer or network to identify 
security holes. A vulnerability scan detects and classifies system 
weaknesses in computers, networks, and communications 
equipment and predicts the effectiveness of countermeasures.

WSUS - Windows Server Update Services, previously known as 
Software Update Services, is a computer program and network service 
developed by Microsoft Corporation that enables administrators 
to manage the distribution of updates and hotfixes released for 
Microsoft products to computers in a corporate environment.

For More Information, Visit: http://foresite.com/

http://foresite.com/
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® 2019 Foresite MSP, LLC. All rights reserved

Foresite is a global service provider delivering a range of managed security and consulting 
solutions designed to help our clients meet their information security and compliance objectives. 
In the face of increasingly persistent cyber-threats, Foresite’s solutions empower organizations 
with vigilance and expertise to proactively identify, respond to, and remediate cyber-attacks 
and breaches where they occur. Our team of industry veterans work as an extension of our 
clients’ staff providing peace of mind while securing their most important assets. For more 
information, visit us at https://foresite.com or contact us at info@foresite.com. 
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